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Hello from
the Editor!
Welcome to the September
issue of Property News!
It’s that time of the year
when many parents
are ironing and labelling
uniforms and making
packed lunches. Yes – it’s back to school time!
It’s a particularly busy time for most so if you’re finding
it hard fitting it all in, then whizz over to page 10 for our
family-friendly recipe. It’s an easy-to-bake lasagne dish
which the whole family can enjoy (and it’s a great time
saver too!)
And if the school holidays have made you realise that
you need more storage space to stow away knick
knacks along with toys and shoes, then we might just
have the solution for you. Just head over to pages 6-7
to get some quirky storage ideas for your home.
When it comes to gardens, having private outdoor
space is at the top of the list for many. Inside we give
you some top tips on how to create privacy so that
you can relax and enjoy your surroundings without
worrying about the prying eyes of your neighbours.
Also inside this issue, we find out how Great Britain
did at the IAAF Athletics Championships (page 5);
take a look at the new Mary Poppins film which is set
to return next year (page 4), as well as pets in rental
properties (page 11).

Whether you want to entertain guests, top up your tan
or have a water fight with the kids, it’s nice to have a
private outdoor space which you can relax and enjoy
without the peering eyes of your neighbours
It’s super easy to create a peaceful haven inside your home
by shutting your neighbours out with curtains and blinds;
however it’s not as easy in your garden. So now is the time
to create an oasis – whether that’s to the front, side or back:
a place where you can relax and enjoy the peace of your
own home.
Firstly, it’s tempting to just install 6ft fences; however, if you
have a small garden this will create too much shade making
it gloomy and almost like living in a wooden box. If it feels
important to create a solid barrier then try hurdle-style
panels made of hazel, willow, bamboo or heather, as these
will provide a more natural and friendlier feel. You don't even
need to rip out any existing fencing so this will ensure greater
stability and will be less time consuming to achieve. Bamboo
screening is ideal for providing an instant enclosure effect,
making a big impact with little spend. Plus there are many
sizes and designs available.

Bamboo screening is ideal
for providing an instant
enclosure effect, making a
big impact with little spend

Until next time!
Linda McKeown
Editor

Some plants can provide up to 50ft of seclusion if needed,
whilst others are perfect for smaller areas. Try some of these
plants and shrubs:

Growing plants isn’t the only
alternative way to create privacy

•

•

•

•

Clematis Montana is a climber
that needs to be grown against a
fence or trellis and will provide a
great amount of colour in spring,
ranging from pink to white. Bonus
is that these are also super easy
to grow
Forsythia is a shrub that will make
a dense enclosure of around 5ft
to 7ft and produces masses of
yellow flowers in spring, just
before they come into leaf
Photinia ‘Red Robin’ is a brilliant
shrub providing privacy all year
round, the new growth is bright
red which matures to a dark green
Laurel and Leylandii hedging
plants are both evergreen and
ideal for forming large screens
over 6ft tall. Leylandii can even
grow to 50ft if needed. However,
you’ll need to prune twice a year
to keep things under control. It’s
also important to check with your
local council to seek permission
and check for any restrictions
that may be in force in your area.

Instead of installing a conventional
hedge or border in front of your
panels you can also install tall, airy and
see-through plants which will create
an enclosed area without casting
shade or filling up too much space.
To do this, go for flowers and foliage,
a good mixture includes Verbena
Bonariensis, Valerian and Pendulous
Sedge, which looks like a tall, weeping
fountain of grass decorated with long,
dangling green catkins.

If you don’t have much room or you
fancy a more formal look then, as
mentioned before, a decorative trellis
would be ideal covered with climbers.
Star Jasmine is good if you live in a
mildish environment; it’s evergreen
and the large white summer flowers
are heavily scented. Meanwhile,
Clematis is brilliant as you can plant
several different kinds in the same
spot to provide a range of different
flowers from spring to autumn. They
also don’t cast too much shade. Finally,
if you like the scent of pineapple, the
Pineapple Broom is superb. Its foliage
is greyish and architectural, with big
flowers, providing a sweet scent.
However, growing plants isn't the
only alternative way to create privacy.
Why not dig down instead! Sunken
gardens were a great favourite in
Edwardian times. But it’s worth noting
that a sunken garden only works if
you have well drained soil, otherwise
it’s likely to flood each time it rains,
leaving you with a temporary pond
for your garden. However, if you do
have a suitable spot, then dig down
and make raised beds or a grass bank.
You could even create a sunken rose
garden which will help trap its scent.

unpresentable. It’s important to store
your bins in a convenient area close
to the house, so why not decorate
them? Include various grass and floral
designs to act like a camouflage or
even attach artificial grass or turf,
which will allow your bins to blend into
your gardens surround. An alternative
way could be investing in a
perfect bin storage: a neat
and tidy option with some
even allowing you to
incorporate plants
throughout and hide
any recycling boxes.
You can pick
these up from
most garden
and DIY shops,
and they sell
them in a
different
range of sizes,
materials and shapes.

Clematis Montana

After enclosing your gardens you
may find you have a few eyesores
such as wheelie bins, oil tanks and
bike storage: all of which can
really make your garden look
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Mary Poppins to
deliver a special treat
for Christmas 2018
First made famous by Julie Andrews
back in 1964, Mary Poppins returns
next year with her trademark umbrella

M

ary Poppins Returns, as the name suggests, is in no way a remake of the
1964 classic but instead looks at the lives of the original children, Michael
and Jane Banks, who are now grown up and leading their own lives.
The original film was set in 1910 and this sequel takes us to 1930s depressionera London – which is the time period of the original novels – with the film
drawing from the wealth of material in PL Travers' additional seven books.
Michael now lives on Cherry Tree Lane with his three children and their
housekeeper and is re-visited by Mary Poppins, played by Emily Blunt,
after he suffers a personal loss. As can be expected, Poppins uses her
magical skills – along with the help of street lamplighter Jack – to help the
family rediscover the wonder and joy that is missing in their lives.
The Disney film promises to deliver the magic that is Mary Poppins,
with a star cast including Blunt, as well as Meryl Streep, Colin Firth,
Julie Walters, Angela Lansbury, Emily Mortimer and Ben Whishaw.

However, fans will also be pleased to see a familiar face amongst the
cast as Dick Van Dyke has confirmed he will be returning to play chimney
sweep Bert. He was mocked in the original for his cockney accent but there
is no doubt that his return – along with his infectious character and wit – will
capture the hearts of new and old lovers alike to the Mary Poppins brand.
With the film still being shot now, there is, as yet, no official trailer so eyes will
be on watch for its release once filming is wrapped up.
Anticipation is also high for catchy musical numbers to return to follow in the
footsteps of the originals’ favourites such as “A Spoonful of Sugar” and “A
Step in Time”. But with Blunt showing her skills in her singing performance
in Into the Woods, there is no doubt that she will deliver. How well she does
in doing so, we’ll just have to wait and see. But we’re sure that she will be
practically perfect in every way!
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Mo bows out at IAAF
Athletics championships
with two medals
GREAT BRITAIN FINISHED 6TH IN THE MEDAL TABLE
AT THIS YEAR’S IAAF ATHLETICS CHAMPIONSHIPS
WITH A WIN OF SIX MEDALS, WITH MO FARAH
HELPING TO CREATE HISTORY BY WINNING HIS 10TH
SUCCESSIVE GLOBAL GOLD MEDAL
The 34 year old long distance runner created the perfect
ending to a glittering career, beating off stiff competition
in front of sell out crowds at the London Stadium to take a
gold in the 10,000m and a silver in the 5,000m.

Great Britain and NI
medal winners
MEN’S 10,000 METRES
MOHAMED FARAH		

GOLD

MEN’S 4X100 METRES RELAY
GREAT BRITAIN & N.I.		

GOLD

MEN’S 5000 METRES
MOHAMED FARAH		

SILVER

WOMEN’S 4X100 METRES RELAY
GREAT BRITAIN & N.I.		
SILVER
WOMEN’S 4X400 METRES RELAY
GREAT BRITAIN & N.I.		
SILVER
MEN’S 4X400 METRES RELAY
GREAT BRITAIN & N.I.

BRONZE

The Great Britain also secured gold in the Men’s 4x100
Metres Relay in 37.47 seconds – which produced Britain’s
first 4 x 100m gold at world championships and the first
ever by a host nation.
The British Relay win also cast another shadow over
Jamaican Usain Bolt’s last farewell performances, who
failed to complete the race after pulling up with an injury.
Bolt had already been beaten into third place in his last
ever 100 metres at the World Championships, which he
says made him ‘sad’ to not be able to deliver.
Clinching six medals overall – two gold, three silver and
two bronze – Great Britain finished 6th in the medal table.

The championships came to a
close on 13th August, with Great
Britain winning a total of 6 medals
However, the championships were not without controversy
with American former drug cheat Justin Gatlin being
booed by the crowd when he was presented with his gold
medal for the 100m.
In addition, competitors were also faced with an outbreak
of norovirus during the championships, leaving 30 to
pull out from the competition. One of the stars affected
by the virus was Botswana's Isaac Makwala, who had to
withdraw from the men's 200m heats on medical grounds
and was then later barred from competing in the 400m
final. However, after much uproar and discontent with the
decision, Makwala was given the chance to win a spot in
the 200m final if he clocked a time beneath 20.53 seconds
during a solo 200 metre heat. So, roared on by the crowd,
he successfully recorded a time of 20.20 seconds, securing
a spot in the semi finals. However, he failed to make any
impact in the final race, finishing in 6th place.

Sell your home in record time with your own FREE PROPERTY WEBSITE
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Hall stand and storage bench
Available in Black and Mango
wood, this coat rack with a
top shelf and storage bench is
sure to give your home an ontrend industrial feel. Inspired
by locker room storage, this
hall stnad has Mango wood
that matches with black matt
metal and exposed details to
make it a truly standout piece.
£399
www.made.com
Vintage 6 Bottle Crate
This rustic, shabby chic drinks crate
with handle is ideal for alfresco
evenings, garden parties or storing
in the house. Each compartment can
hold a wine bottle or pint glass.
£26
www.oliveandsage.co.uk
Cube Nine Hole Unit
Available in two colourways and
crafted from durable material,
this nine hole unit offers plenty of
storage space. If you want to hide
away your bits and bobs even more,
then invest in fabric drawers to fit
into each space. Height 90.5cm,
width 88.8cm, depth 29cm.

Geometric wooden box
We just love these decorative
geometric wooden storage
crates from Happy Little Folks
at Etsy. Each box has been
carefully hand painted with bold
geometric shapes that have
been created by using non toxic,
water based paint and sealed
with non toxic varnish. Simply
choose up to three colours
you want. They’re ideal for
holding little bits and pieces in a
children's room, a study: in fact
any room that you need to store
away bits and bobs!

£44.99
www.therange.co.uk
Slatted Shoe Storage Cabinet
Hide away your shoes with
this stylish mahogany-effect
slatted storage cabinet. It’s ideal
to bring some organisation to
messy hallways! Inside are four
fixed shelves which can hold
approximately nine pairs of shoes.

£22
www.etsy.com/uk

£62
www.aplaceforeverything.co.uk

Galvanised Chest
Add a touch of industrial
chic with this urban-style
metal storage chest.
Made from Galvanised
metal it comes complete
with a rustic, distressed
finish. Featuring four
drawers, each labelled with
common household items.
£48
www.oliveandsage.co.uk
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Mustard Cactus Pencil Pot
How fab is this! This cute
cactus pencil pot is the
perfect desktop companion
for any kids’ room or study.
With a magnetic arm for
holding paperclips.

Sass & Belle Saving To Go
Places Money Box
There’ll be no more loose
change lying around with
this funky money box!
What better way to keep
your spare change in
check while saving for a
special trip or rainy day!

£12.50
www.johnlewis.com

£7
www.lisaangel.co.uk

Storage

solutions

If you’re struggling for storage
space or just want something
quirky for your home, then take
a look at these fab suggestions

for your home!

Conceal Book Shelf
Display your books on your
walls like artwork with this
funky shelf. It can hold up
to 6.8kg or 15lbs in weight.
Maximum book depth is 20cm.
£12.50
www.aplaceforeverything.co.uk

House-shaped storage unit
white/blue
Add a quirky feel to your home
with this house-shaped storage
unit with three compartment
levels. Self assembly required.
Height 126cm, length 82cm,
depth 30cm.
Prices correct at time of going to press: August 2017

£95
www.vertbaudet.co.uk
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JUST HOW IMPORTANT
IS GOOD BROADBAND
RECEPTION IN HOMES?

A

s the strength and
necessity of broadband
internet increases, so does
the value of homes in which
broadband reception
thrives. But is it important to
everyone?

When the twenty-first century was
born, so was broadband internet.
It was installed into homes for the
very first time in March 2000 but
broadband was not at all like it is
today. Back then it was merely the
hope of staying online for longer and
generally speeding things up. Today
it's most of our first ports of call for
virtually everything. With desktop
PCs, laptops, smart televisions, iPads

and other tablets, smart phones,
and the many other technological
devices people now have within
their homes, a strong and reliable
broadband reception in the area
can, today, be the deciding factor
as to whether or not you choose to
live there. According to Broadband
Genie's recent survey, 78% of people
would be put off renting or buying a
property if it had a slow broadband
reception, and a report by the
London School of Economics found
that house prices increased by an
average of 3% when broadband
speed doubled a few years ago.
However, not everyone is so
connected to the idea. Landlords
and sellers in rural areas, where
broadband reception would typically

A report by the London School of
Economics found that house prices
increased by an average of 3% when
broadband speed doubled

be weak, may have difficulty selling
or renting their homes in such areas
due to this upsurge of broadband
speed and popularity. Needless to
say, the appreciation and desire
for a tranquil and almost entirely
technology-free life has to be
admired amidst this ever-growing
digital age of ours, and there are,
of course, some who still want that
very lifestyle. Nevertheless, the
Rural Community Broadband Fund
(RCBF), having launched with £20
million, was designed to enable more
rural communities to access faster
broadband services, and could be
the very answer some prospective
tenants or buyers of rural properties
are looking for.
No matter where the prospective
home buyer is looking, you can
check the potential broadband
performance in that area yourself
– and it's free. By either using their
website or calling them up directly,
your internet service provider can
find out for you. Alternatively, you
should be informed by your internet
service provider of an accurate
speed estimate of your broadband
performance when you renew your
contract with them.

The Rural Community
Broadband Fund (RCBF),
having launched with £20
million, was designed
to enable more rural
communities to access
faster broadband services
A new study has also revealed that
the number of people working from
home has increased by a fifth in the
last ten years, reaching a record
number of 1.5 million remote workers.
For something as important as your
job, a powerful, reliable, fast and
steady broadband reception would
go hand in hand, as interruptions,
delays and disablements with one's
work is undesirable to say the least.
However, you don't even have to
be the most avid techno-enthusiast
these days to require a strong
broadband reception, because our
brainwaves are becoming ever more
charged with the idea that most of
our lives now are determined by an
efficient internet connection.

Need to choose a
broadband provider?
W

ith Brits spending
45 minutes a month
waiting for video buffering
to stop*, it’s easy to see
why broadband speed is
an important factor when
buying a house. So, if
you’re looking for the best
deal when it comes to
broadband, read on!

Sky
Sky’s new Fibre Max promises new Sky sign-ups a download speed
to the Sky Hub of at least 55Mb – and it comes with a money back
guarantee if the service doesn’t live up to the promised download
speed within the first 30 days.
In addition, the Internet giant has also promised to move any
customers falling short of the 55Mb speed up to its next best Fibre
product – at no extra cost. And if that fails, they are guaranteeing
that customers will be allowed to walk away from their contracts
with no early termination charges if the service doesn’t meet the
expectations it’s advertised.
However, the Sky Fibre Max Speed Guarantee is only available to new
Sky Fibre Max customers with Sky Talk and Line Rental and it’s also
worth noting that Sky Customers looking to check their download
speeds will need to carry out a speed-test with Sky's own broadband
checker, as third-party speed checkers will not be recognised. Sky’s
own speed checker can be accessed through the customer portal or
companion smartphone app.
Currently Sky Fibre Max is available to 64 per cent of UK homes and
speeds vary based on location.

Talk Talk
For a limited period, TalkTalk is cutting the price of its Faster Fibre
Broadband package from £33.50 a month to just £25 a month on a
24-month contract.
The discount will be offered until September 14th and is available
to both new and existing customers, giving customers broadband
speeds of up to 38Mbps which TalkTalk say is up to four times faster
than standard broadband.
Customers signing up to the deal will also receive free set-up and
a super-router, as well as the option of adding flexible landline call
plans.
TalkTalk has stated that their Fast Fibre Broadband service uses the
same fibre cables as BT and Sky but at a much lower price, making it,
“Britain's best value unlimited fibre broadband”, which it claims can
save customers up to £551.75 when compared to similar packages
from the likes of BT.

* Source: USwitch.com
All information correct at time of going to press: August 2017
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Renting with
a pet: make
the move
stress-free

TOP TIPS
•

Be open and honest: tell your
prospective landlord about your pet

•

Offer to have the accommodation
and carpets professionally cleaned
once the tenancy comes to an end

•

Agree to regular inspections to put
your landlord’s mind at rest

•

Offer to pay a higher deposit

•

Make sure you plan for your pet
when you make the move: get
family or friends to look after your
pet on the day of your move to
avoid potential stress for you – and
your pet

Due to a rise in Britain’s pet
population and increasing
tenancy lengths, so too has the
number risen for prospective
tenants looking for rental
properties that allows pets

N

ot everyone is an animal lover; it may be hard to believe
that there will be some people out there who wouldn’t
care at all for your dearest, beloved pet, your best friend
who means the world to you. However, pets are increasingly
becoming more popular in the UK – and so are rentals. So
how can you make the move go smoothly?
Due to a rise in Britain’s pet population and increasing tenancy lengths,
so too has the number risen for prospective tenants looking for rental
accommodation that allows pets, so never before has it been so
important to have an arsenal of tips and pointers to carry with you
whilst on the hunt for the right place to live with your pet. Although
any given landlord may be perfectly fine with animals in general there
are, however, a number of reasons why some landlords don’t want any
roaming around their property.
Almost half (46%) of households in the UK today have pets. However,
when it comes to a tenancy, the owner of the property has the final
say in allowing pets or not, so it’s important to look into any specific
conditions within the tenancy agreement relating to the acceptability
of keeping a pet in the property. Much of the time, though, you will find
that the landlord just wants to be sure that you are a responsible pet
owner, which would reduce the risk of any trouble occurring later
down the line.
Many of us will already be aware of just how stressful it is when you’ve
left your accommodation hunting until the very last minute. However,
when looking to rent with a pet, it’s best to plan and plan! Start looking
a good two months ahead. This will allow time for you to create a
shortlist before narrowing it down even further. Furthermore, be open
to widening your search perimeter to ensure you find pet-friendly
accommodation. If you restrict yourself to just the town center for
example, you may have less luck in finding somewhere suitable.
It may sound strange, but producing a personalised CV for your pet
is becoming increasingly common. Not only will this provide the
prospective landlord with everything they need to know about your
pet, but it will portray your pet as a real lodger rather than a mere
animal roaming around. In addition, actually introducing your pet to the
prospective landlord will only take this demonstrated respect further,
and this would be even more important if they’re a live-in landlord.
Offering to pay a higher deposit, and/or offering to have the
property professionally cleaned regularly too can also help to put the
prospective landlord’s mind at rest, helping to ensure a smooth and
stress-free move for you and your pet.

START YOUR NEW HOME SEARCH WITH YOUR VERY OWN HOME HUNTER WEBSITE

Nailsworth 01453 833747
CALL US TODAY FOR A FREE NO OBLIGATION VALUATION

Nailsworth

£650,000

A four bedroom character house situated in a good spot just above Nailsworth town centre. The property has been the subject of careful
improvement and clever extension, with substantial accommodation including two good reception rooms, lovely 32’ kitchen/family
room, 15’ studio/garden room and bath and shower rooms. Tasteful colour schemes suit the large, light rooms and most windows enjoy
a good outlook. The interior is complemented by parking for several cars and a good garden. EPC=D

Burleigh

Price guide £485,000

Superb position adjoining National Trust land for this extended attached four bedroom Cotswold stone cottage. This location allows
for stunning views across the valley to fields, with hundreds of acres of land found just up the hill at Minchinhampton and Rodborough
commons. The property has been the subject of clever extension and comprehensive improvement and includes 14’ sitting room, recently
refitted kitchen, dining room and superb 18’ garden room with picture window looking out onto the old quarry face and a fern garden at
the rear. The gardens are mostly at the front of the property and are a real joy. EPC=E

nailsworth@peterjoy.co.uk

lettings@peterjoy.co.uk

stroud@peterjoy.co.uk

Leonard Stanley

£575,000

Nailsworth

£325,000

A substantial detached family house in a tucked away position by
open fields with spacious, beautifully presented accommodation
including kitchen/family room, 20’ sitting room and four bedrooms.
The interior is complemented by level landscaped gardens, a drive
with parking for several cars and a double garage. EPC=D

A very well maintained three bedroom detached bungalow on the
outskirts of Nailsworth. The accommodation includes a kitchen,
dining room and sitting room that leads through to a lovely
conservatory giving direct access to the pretty gardens which are a
particular feature of the property. EPC=D

South Woodchester

Minchinhampton

£290,000

A very pretty, traditional Cotswold stone cottage that has been
tastefully decorated and carefully restored and is located on the fringe
of the picturesque village of South Woodchester. The private rear
courtyard garden has been paved and gravelled with a raised deck and
seating area and there is a very useful stone outbuilding. EPC=F

£275,000

A beautifully presented two bedroom ground floor apartment with its
own front door located in this popular Grade II listed mill conversion.
The accommodation includes large open plan living/dining room
with fitted kitchen, bath and shower rooms. Tasteful colour schemes
are found throughout and every window enjoys a good outlook.

peterjoy.co.uk

Stroud 01453 766333
CALL US TODAY FOR A FREE NO OBLIGATION VALUATION

Ryeford

£649,950

An imposing Grade II listed detached Georgian character house in a canal side position a couple of miles West of Stroud town centre.
This location allows for easy access to local amenities and well regarded schools, with canal-side walks and countryside on the doorstep.
The accommodation is arranged over three floors and offers over 3200 sq ft of spacious, flexible living space that include four reception
rooms and five bedrooms, with gardens and grounds in excess of an acre, parking and a double garage.

France Lynch

£575,000

A well presented detached family home which is set in a generous plot offers stunning views, easy access to the countryside and an
excellent choice of local schools and shops. The spacious and flexible accommodation which has been arranged by the current vendors
to accommodate an elderly relative comprises, three reception rooms, four/five bedrooms and three bath and shower rooms. Externally
the property boasts a pretty garden and decked seating area taking full advantage of the views and gated driveway parking for several
cars. EPC = D

nailsworth@peterjoy.co.uk

lettings@peterjoy.co.uk

stroud@peterjoy.co.uk

Thrupp

£435,000

Stroud

£400,000

A detached, chain free, three bedroom cottage situated in a lovely
elevated spot less than a mile from Stroud which allows for easy
access to the shops, amenities and train station of the town and
offers parking, a workshop/studio and colourful gardens with a lovely
view across the fields at the rear of the property. EPC = D

A substantial semi detached four bedroom family house situated
in a no-through road on the outskirts of Stroud with parking, an
enclosed garden, lovely 21’ kitchen/breakfast room, two reception
rooms and bath and shower rooms. EPC = E

Rodborough

Cashes Green

£265,000

A three bedroom semi detached family house in need of some
updating, situated in a sought after residential road away from
main road traffic and allowing for easy access to Stroud town
centre with two reception rooms, large bathroom, pretty, good
sized garden and parking. EPC = D

£227,500

An attractive period three bedroom semi detached house situated
in a popular residential road allowing for easy access to local
amenities and several well regarded schools. Arranged over three
floors the accommodation includes two reception rooms and a
shower room. Externally parking and gardens can be found. EPC = D

peterjoy.co.uk

Turn over a new leaf this Autumn and sell your home
with Peter Joy. Ask us about our FREE VALUATION
and FREE PROPERTY WEBSITE now.

CONTACT US TODAY
FOR MORE DETAILS
Nailsworth 01453 833747
Stroud 01453 766333
www.peterjoy.co.uk | www.peterjoy.tv

